MS INTERNATIONAL
FLOORING COLLECTION
www.msistone.com
Founded in 1975, M S International, Inc. is the leading distributor of countertop, flooring, wall-tile, and hardscaping products in the United States and Canada. MSI imports materials from over 36 countries while maintaining purchasing offices in India, Turkey, Brazil, China, and Italy. Headquartered in Orange, California, MSI's nationwide system of more than 20 state-of-the-art distribution centers is designed for efficiency, making sure the over 40,000 containers we import arrive as expected. Our top priority is providing the highest level of customer service in the industry. Our worldwide team of over 1,000 employees seeks to provide you with all the tools and information required to promote our products. Our website www.msistone.com contains the most up-to-date information about our products — including detailed images, room scenes, sizes available, and technical specifications.
Whether you are installing tile in your residence or for a commercial project, MSI supplies a wide assortment of colors and choices including Granite, Marble, Travertine, Porcelain, Slate, Limestone, Onyx, Ceramic, Quartzite, and Sandstone. Popular MSI flooring tile sizes include 12x12, 12x24, 16x16, 16x24, 18x18, 8x16, & 8x8 (check each color for particular size availability). Our flooring tile collections are also available in unique shapes and patterns.

MSI is a proud Member of the following organizations:


Selecting the pattern for the installation of your new tiles has never been easier. With this floor pattern tool, you can select whether the project will use one size of tile, two different sizes of tiles, or multiple tile sizes. Then, you will select the pattern desired. The most popular tile sizes for the pattern selected appear, and after that quick selection, you only need to input the dimensions of the room. The floor pattern tool figures the number of tiles needed based on the square footage and desired waste.
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Durable, versatile, and decidedly stylish, our Porcelain and Ceramic Collections are being seen in some of today’s most coveted designs. From beautifully realistic wood looks to elegant marble looks and beyond, these fashionable floor tiles come in an array of styles and sizes for ultimate design inspiration. Signature looks start here.

Floor: Veneto Gray
The look of wood, without the worry. In a gamut of gorgeous styles and numerous sizes, wood look porcelain tiles set the stage for warm and inviting spaces. Water-resistant, durable, and virtually maintenance-free, these bona fide beauties go wherever your imagination takes them.
WOOD LOOKS
Belmond - Botanica

BELMOND MERCURY
8x40
CERAMIC / MATTE

BELMOND OBSIDIAN
8x40
CERAMIC / MATTE

BELMOND PEARL
8x40
CERAMIC / MATTE

BOTANICA CASHEW
6x24, 6x36
PORCELAIN / MATTE

BOTANICA TEAK
6x24, 6x36
PORCELAIN / MATTE

Belmond Obsidian 8x40

Botanica Cashew 8x24
WOOD LOOKS

Carolina Timber - Celeste

CAROLINA TIMBER BEIGE
6X24, 6X36
CERAMIC / MATTE

CAROLINA TIMBER GREY
6X24, 6X36
CERAMIC / MATTE

CAROLINA TIMBER SADDLE
6X24, 6X36
CERAMIC / MATTE

CAROLINA TIMBER WHITE
6X24, 6X36
CERAMIC / MATTE

CELESTE GRAYSEAS
8X40
CERAMIC / MATTE

CELESTE NUTMEG
8X40
CERAMIC / MATTE

CELESTE TAUPE
8X40
CERAMIC / MATTE

Celeste Nutmeg 8x40

Carolina Timber Grey 6x24
### WOOD LOOKS

**Havenwood - Helena**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Havenwood Beige</td>
<td>8x36, Chevron Mosaic</td>
<td>Porcelain/Matte</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havenwood Dove</td>
<td>8x36, Chevron Mosaic</td>
<td>Porcelain/Matte</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havenwood Platinum</td>
<td>8x36, Chevron Mosaic</td>
<td>Porcelain/Matte</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havenwood Saddle</td>
<td>8x36, Chevron Mosaic</td>
<td>Porcelain/Matte</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helena Ash</td>
<td>6x40</td>
<td>Porcelain/Matte</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helena Birch</td>
<td>6x40</td>
<td>Porcelain/Matte</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helena Java</td>
<td>6x40</td>
<td>Porcelain/Matte</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helena Stable</td>
<td>6x40</td>
<td>Porcelain/Matte</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WOOD LOOKS

Palmetto - Forest Natural Pattern

**Palmetto Smoke 6x36**

**Palmetto Fog 6x36**

**Palmetto Walnut 6x36**

**Palmetto Cognac 6x36**

**Palmetto Chestnut 6x36**

**Palmetto Bianco 6x36**

**Forest Natural Pattern**

3X36, 6X36, 9X36 PORCELAIN / MATTE

Palmetto Smoke 6x36
WOOD LOOKS

Redwood - Salvage

REDWOOD MAHOGANY
6x24, 6x36, 8x48
PORCELAIN / MATTE

REDWOOD NATURAL
6x24, 6x36, 8x48
PORCELAIN / MATTE

SALVAGE BROWN
6x40
PORCELAIN / MATTE

SALVAGE HONEY
6x40
PORCELAIN / MATTE

SALVAGE MUSK
6x40
PORCELAIN / MATTE

SALVAGE RED
6x40
PORCELAIN / MATTE

Salvage Red 6x40

Redwood Natural 6x24
WOOD LOOKS

Sierra - Sonoma

SIERRA BEIGE
9x48
PORCELAIN / MATTE

SIERRA GRIS
9x48
PORCELAIN / MATTE

SIERRA SAGE
9x48
PORCELAIN / MATTE

SONOMA DRIFTWOOD
6x24
CERAMIC / MATTE

SONOMA OAK
6x24
CERAMIC / MATTE

SONOMA PALM
6x24
CERAMIC / MATTE

SONOMA PINE
6x24
CERAMIC / MATTE

Sonoma Pine 6x24
WOOD LOOKS

Sygma - Turin

SYGMA CAFE
6x24
CERAMIC / MATTE

SYGMA CHOCOLATE
6x24
CERAMIC / MATTE

SYGMA EBONY
6x24
CERAMIC / MATTE

SYGMA ICE
6x24
CERAMIC / MATTE

TURIN BIANCO
6x24, 12x24
CERAMIC / MATTE

TURIN GRIGIO
6x24, 12x24
CERAMIC / MATTE

TURIN NERO
6x24, 12x24
CERAMIC / MATTE

TURIN TAUPE
6x24, 12x24
CERAMIC / MATTE

Sygma Café 6x24

Turin Bianco 6x24
WOOD LOOKS
Upscape - Vintage

UPSCAPE BRUNO
3x18, 6x40
PORCELAIN / MATTE

UPSCAPE GREIGE
3x18, 6x40
PORCELAIN / MATTE

UPSCAPE NERO
3x18, 6x40
PORCELAIN / MATTE

VINTAGE COPPER
8x36
PORCELAIN / MATTE

VINTAGE LACE
8x36
PORCELAIN / MATTE

VINTAGE LEATHER
8x36
PORCELAIN / MATTE

VINTAGE SILVER
8x36
PORCELAIN / MATTE

Vintage Silver 8x36
Upscape Bruno 3x18, 6x40
Upscape - Vintage
Wood Looks
Elegance found. If your designer’s eye is drawn to the timeless beauty of natural stone floors, these porcelain lookalikes are sure to swoon you. Practical and affordable with styles echoing marble, travertine, quartzite, and more, achieving that magazine-worthy space has never been easier.

**ARIA BIANCO**
12"x24, 24"x24, 24, 48, 2x4 MOSAIC, 3x18 BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / POLISHED

**ARIA CREMITA**
12"x24, 24"x24, 24, 48, 2x4 MOSAIC, 3x18 BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / POLISHED

**ARIA ICE**
12"x24, 24"x24, 24, 48, 2x4 MOSAIC, 3x18 BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / POLISHED

**ARIA ORO**
12"x24, 24"x24, 24, 48, 2x4 MOSAIC, 3x18 BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / POLISHED
STONE LOOKS

Bernini

**BERNINI BIANCO**
4"x18, 12"x24, 18"x18, 2"x2 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

**BERNINI CAMO**
4"x18, 12"x24, 18"x18, 2"x2 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

**BERNINI CARBONE**
4"x18, 12"x24, 18"x18, 2"x2 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

**PIETRA BERNINI BIANCO**
4"x18, 12"x24, 18"x18, 2"x4 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / POLISHED

**PIETRA BERNINI CAMO**
4"x18, 12"x24, 18"x18, 2"x4 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / POLISHED

**PIETRA BERNINI CARBONE**
4"x18, 12"x24, 18"x18, 2"x4 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / POLISHED

Bernini Bianco 12x24

Pietra Bernini Bianco 12x24
STONE LOOKS
Eramosa - Essentials

ERAMOSA BEIGE
12X24, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

ERAMOSA GREY
12X24, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

ERAMOSA SILVER
12X24, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

ERAMOSA WHITE
12X24, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

ESSENTIALS CHARISMA SILVER
12X24, BULLNOSE (PORCELAIN)
CERAMIC / MATTE

ESSENTIALS CHARISMA WHITE
12X24, BULLNOSE (PORCELAIN)
CERAMIC / MATTE

Charisma Silver 12x24
STONE LOOKS

Essentials - Livingstyle

ESSENTIALS SIGARO DUNES
12X24, BULLNOSE (PORCELAIN)
CERAMIC / MATTE

ESSENTIALS SIGARO IVORY
12X24, BULLNOSE (PORCELAIN)
CERAMIC / MATTE

ESSENTIALS VISION GLACIER
12X24, BULLNOSE (PORCELAIN)
CERAMIC / MATTE

ESSENTIALS WHITE VENA
12X24, BULLNOSE (PORCELAIN)
CERAMIC / MATTE

LIVINGSTYLE BEIGE
18X36, 24X24, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

LIVINGSTYLE CREAM
18X36, 24X24, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

Essentials Sigaro Dunes 12x24

Livingstyle Beige 24x24
STONE LOOKS
Napa - Onyx

NAPA BEIGE
12X24, 13X13, 20X20, 2X2 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
CERAMIC / MATTE

NAPA GRAY
12X24, 13X13, 20X20, 2X2 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
CERAMIC / MATTE

ONYX GRIGIO
12X12, 12X24, 18X18, 24X24, 2X2 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

ONYX NOCHE
12X12, 12X24, 18X18, 24X24, 2X2 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE, POLISHED

ONYX SAND
12X12, 12X24, 18X18, 24X24, 2X2 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

Napa Beige 20x20

Onyx Grigio 12x24
STONE LOOKS
Marbella Carrara Pattern

Marbella Carrara Pattern

MARBELLA CARARRA PATTERN
9X36, 6X36, 3X36
PORCELAIN / MATTE
STONE LOOKS

Pietra

CALACATTA
12X24, 24X24, 2X2 HEXAGON, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

CARRARA
12X24, 24X24, 2X2 HEXAGON, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

CASTILLO BEIGE
12X24
PORCELAIN / MATTE

DUNES BEIGE
16X32, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

IVORY
16X32, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

ORION BLANCO
12X24, 16X32, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

Pietra Carrara Matte 12x24

Pietra Orion Blanco 16x32
STONE LOOKS

Pietra

PIETRA CALACATTA
12X12, 12X24, 18X18, 24X24, 2X2 MOSAIC, 2X4 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / POLISHED

PIETRA CARRARA
12X12, 2X4 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / POLISHED

PIETRA DUNES
12X24, 16X32, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / POLISHED

PIETRA DUNES BEIGE
12X24, 16X32, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / POLISHED

PIETRA IVORY
16X32
PORCELAIN / POLISHED

PIETRA MARFIL
24X24, 2X4 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / POLISHED

PIETRA CALACATTA Polished 24x24

Pietra Dunes 18x18

Pietra Calacatta Polished 24x24

Pietra Dunes 18x18

PIETRA CARRARA Polished 24x24
PIETRA ORION
12X12, 24X24, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / POLISHED

PIETRA OYNX
12X12, 12X24, 16X32, 18X18, 24X24, 1X3
MOSAIC, 2X2 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / POLISHED

PIETRA PEARL
12X12, 12X24, 16X24, 18X18, 24X24,
1X3 MOSAIC, 2X2 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / POLISHED

PIETRA ROYAL
12X12, 12X24, 18X18, 24X24,
2X2 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / POLISHED

PIETRA STATUARIO
12X24, 18X24, 2X4 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / POLISHED

Pietra Oynx Polished 16x32

Pietra Statuario 12x24
STONE LOOKS

Pietra

PIETRA VENATA GRAY
12x24, 16x32, 24x24, 2x4 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / POLISHED

PIETRA VENATA NOCE
12x24, 16x32, 24x24, 2x4 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / POLISHED

PIETRA VENATA SAND
12x24, 16x32, 24x24, 2x4 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / POLISHED

PIETRA VENATA WHITE
12x24, 16x32, 24x24, 2x4 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / POLISHED

PIETRA VEZIO BEIGE
12x24, 16x32, 24x24, 2x4 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / POLISHED

STATUARIO
12x24, 16x32, 24x24, 2x2 HEXAGON, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

Pietra Venata Sand 12x24

Pietra Vezio Beige 12x24
STONE LOOKS
Pietra - Sophie

VEZIO BEIGE
3X12, 20X20, 2X2 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

SOPHIE ANTHROCITE
12X24, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

SOPHIE GREY
12X24, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

SOPHIE MARON
12X24, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

SOPHIE WHITE
12X24, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

Sophie Grey 12x24
Vezi Beige 20x20
STONE LOOKS
Travertino - Veneto

**TRAVERTINO BEIGE**
12x12, 12x24, 18x18, 24x24, 2x2 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

**TRAVERTINO ROMANO**
12x24
PORCELAIN / MATTE

**TRAVERTINO WALNUT**
12x12, 12x24, 18x18, 2x2 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

**VENETO GRAY**
6x24, 12x24, 18x32, 2x2 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

**VENETO NOCE**
6x24, 12x24, 18x32, 2x2 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

**VENETO SAND**
6x24, 12x24, 18x32, 2x2 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

**VENETO WHITE**
6x24, 12x24, 18x32, 2x2 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

Veneto Gray 12x24

Travertino Walnut 18x18
STONE LOOKS

Venice - Versailles

VENICE CAPPUCCINO
20X20, 2X2 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE PORCELAIN / MATTE

VENICE CREMA
20X20, 2X2 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE PORCELAIN / MATTE

VENICE MIXED
2X2 MOSAIC PORCELAIN / MATTE

VENICE NOCHE
20X20, 2X2 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE PORCELAIN / MATTE

VENICE STORM
20X20, 2X2 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE PORCELAIN / MATTE

VERSAILLES CASTLE BEIGE PATTERN
PORCELAIN / MATTE

VERSAILLES ESTATE NATURALE PATTERN
PORCELAIN / MATTE

VERSAILLES MANOIR CREMA PATTERN
PORCELAIN / MATTE

VERSAILLES MANOR CREMA PATTERN

Venice Noche 20x20

Versailles Manor Crema Pattern
STONE LOOKS
Watercolor

WATERCOLOR BIANCO
6X36, 12X24, CHEVERON MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

WATERCOLOR GRAPHITE
6X36, 12X24, CHEVERON MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

WATERCOLOR GRIGIO
6X36, 12X24, CHEVERON MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

Watercolor Graphite 12x24
An intriguing departure from tradition, these fashionable fabric-inspired porcelain tiles add subtle detail to residential and commercial spaces. In a variety of sizes and dreamy hues like soft grays, neutral creams, and whispery whites, our fabric look tiles harmonize sublimely with any design aesthetic.
FABRIC LOOKS

Loft

LOFT GLACIER
12X24, 2X2 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

LOFT GRIS
12X24, 2X2 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

LOFT KHAKI
12X24, 2X2 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

LOFT OLIVE
12X24, 2X2 MOSAIC, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

Loft Glacier 12x24
FABRIC LOOKS

Tektile

TEKTILE CROSSHATCH GRAY
12X24, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

TEKTILE CROSSHATCH IVORY
12X24, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

TEKTILE HOPSACK GRAY
12X24, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

Tektile Hopsack Gray 12x24, Tektile Hopsack Ivory 12x24

TEKTILE CROSSHATCH IVORY
12X24, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

TEKTILE LINEART GRAY
12X24, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

TEKTILE LINEART IVORY
12X24, BULLNOSE
PORCELAIN / MATTE

Tektile Lineart Gray 12x24
Concrete look floors are showing up in designs running minimalist to mod. Whether you're inspired by the way stained concrete catches the eye or prefer an understated look, our curated collection of porcelain concrete look tiles is your answer to signature style.
### FLOOR & WALL

**Adella**

**ADELLA CALACATTA**
12x24 (WALL ONLY), 18x18* (PORCELAIN)
CERAMIC / SATIN, *MATTE

**ADELLA GRIS**
12x24 (WALL ONLY), 18x18*
CERAMIC / SATIN

**ADELLA VISO CALACATTA**
12x24
CERAMIC / SATIN

**ADELLA VISO GRIS**
12x24
CERAMIC / SATIN

**ADELLA VISO WHITE**
12x24
CERAMIC / SATIN

**ADELLA WHITE**
12x24 (WALL ONLY), 18x18*
PORCELAIN / SATIN, *MATTE

---

**MAKE A STYLE STATEMENT!**

Our Floor and Wall Tile collections offer dozens of mix and match options for an easy to achieve designer look. In-of-the-moment patterns, textures, and 3D effects—and contemporary colors—they give any space an instant update.
FLOOR & WALL

Dekora - Domino

DEKORA ARDESIA BLACK
6X24 LEDGER
PORCELAIN / MATTE

DEKORA CANYON CREEK
6X24 LEDGER
PORCELAIN / MATTE

DEKORA RAINFOREST NATURAL
6X24 LEDGER
PORCELAIN / MATTE

DEKORA RAINFOREST
6X24 LEDGER
PORCELAIN / MATTE

DEKORA RAIN FOREST
6X24 LEDGER
PORCELAIN / MATTE

DEKORA ROCKY GOLD
6X24 LEDGER
PORCELAIN / MATTE

DOMINO ALMOND
3X6, 6X6 BEVELED, 3X6 BULLNOSE, 4X16, 4X16 BULLNOSE
CERAMIC / GLOSSY

DOMINO ALMOND ARABESQUE
MOSAIC
PORCELAIN / GLOSSY

DOMINO ALMOND FISH SCALE
MOSAIC
PORCELAIN / GLOSSY

DOMINO ALMOND PENNY ROUND
MOSAIC
PORCELAIN / GLOSSY

DOMINO ALMOND HERRINGBONE
MOSAIC
PORCELAIN / GLOSSY
FLOOR & WALL

Domino

DOMINO BLACK
12"x24, 24"x24
PORCELAIN / MATTE*, POLISHED

DOMINO BLACK PENNY ROUND
MOSAIC
PORCELAIN / GLOSSY

DOMINO BLACK PENNY ROUND
MOSAIC
PORCELAIN / GLOSSY

DOMINO GRAY
3"x6, 3"x6 BEVELED, 3"X6 INVERTED-BEVELED
3"x6 BULLNOSE, 4"x16, 4"x16 BULLNOSE
CERAMIC / GLOSSY

DOMINO GRAY ARABESQUE
MOSAIC
PORCELAIN / GLOSSY

DOMINO GRAY FISH SCALE
MOSAIC
PORCELAIN / GLOSSY

DOMINO GRAY HERRINGBONE
MOSAIC
PORCELAIN / GLOSSY

DOMINO GRAY PENNY ROUND
MOSAIC
PORCELAIN / GLOSSY

Domino Black 12x24
Domino Gray 3x6
Domino Gray 3x6
Domino Gray 3x6
Domino Gray 3x6
FLOOR & WALL

Domino

DOMINO WHITE
12X24, 24X24
PORCELAIN / POLISHED, MATTE

DOMINO WHITE & BLACK PENNY ROUND
MOSAIC
PORCELAIN / GLOSSY

DOMINO WHITE & BLACK OCTAGON
MOSAIC
PORCELAIN / MATTE

DOMINO WHITE & BLACK BASKETWEAVE
MOSAIC
PORCELAIN / MATTE

DOMINO WHITE 2X2 HEX
PORCELAIN / GLOSSY, MATTE

DOMINO WHITE 2X4 STAGGERED BEVELED
PORCELAIN / GLOSSY

DOMINO WHITE 3X6, 3X6 BEVELED, 4X16, BULLNOSE CERAMIC / GLOSSY

DOMINO WHITE 2X4 STAGGERED BEVELED
PORCELAIN / GLOSSY

DOMINO WHITE ARABESQUE
MOSAIC
PORCELAIN / GLOSSY

DOMINO WHITE 3X6, 3X6 BEVELED, 4X16, BULLNOSE CERAMIC / GLOSSY

DOMINO WHITE FISH SCALE
PORCELAIN / GLOSSY

DOMINO WHITE HERRINGBONE
PORCELAIN / GLOSSY

DOMINO WHITE PENNY ROUND
PORCELAIN / GLOSSY

DOMINO WHITE TEAR DROP
PORCELAIN / GLOSSY

Domino White 12x24

Domino White 2x4 Staggered Beveled
FLOOR & WALL

Dymo

DYMO PATTERN WHITE
12x24 (WALL ONLY)
CERAMIC / GLOSSY

DYMO STRIPE WHITE
12x24 (WALL ONLY)
CERAMIC / GLOSSY

DYMO WAVY WHITE
12x24 (WALL ONLY)
CERAMIC / GLOSSY

DYMO WHITE
12x24 (WALL ONLY)
CERAMIC / GLOSSY
ENCAUSTIC LOOKS

Stylized flowers to mod geometrics, encaustic look tiles let your personality shine. Use these globally inspired matte porcelain tiles to headline your design or pair them with coordinating glossy wall tiles for one-of-a-kind looks that are sure to evoke guest envy.
Old World influences and modern design come together in Cotto Look porcelains. With time honored character, rich patina, and subtle hues, these handsome large format tiles work well in any design environment—modern day villa to sleek urban loft.
Metal looks are hot, and ours are leading the trend! Featuring an authentic oxidized appearance in two chic styles, our metal look porcelain flooring reflects and absorbs light, creating visual intrigue from every angle. If you’re looking for cutting-edge flooring, you’ve found it.
Brick look interiors are enjoying a colossal comeback, and we’re not talking the 1970s here. Perfectly designed and textured for real reclaimed brick looks in trend-forward 2x10 and 5x10 porcelain tiles, this lineup beats the real thing for easy installation, no-fuss maintenance, and affordability.
Introducing Optima; the union of fashion and function. Our first technical through-body commercial tile line features a contemporary solid tone cement design in three finishes. From urban bistros to sprawling office parks, Optima retains its beauty even in the busiest of environments—indoors and out.

- **Optima Cream**: 12x24, 24x24, 2x2 Mosaic, 4x24 Bullnose
  - Porcelain / Matte, Polished, Textured

- **Optima Graphite**: 12x24, 24x24, 2x2 Mosaic, 4x24 Bullnose
  - Porcelain / Matte, Polished, Textured

- **Optima Olive**: 12x24, 24x24, 2x2 Mosaic, 4x24 Bullnose
  - Porcelain / Matte, Polished, Textured

Optima Cream 12x24 Matte, Optima Olive Matte, 12x24
The warm rich character of natural stone flooring is always on-trend. Whether you want to achieve a traditional, rustic, or luxurious ambiance—indoors or out—these from-the-earth beauties offer enduring appeal. In marble, granite, travertine, and slate—and range of sizes and patterns—your search for the perfect flooring is over.

Floor: Montauk Black
Synonymous with luxury, marble floors are always in vogue. White time-honored classics to high-contrast edgy looks, our marble tiles come in a wide variety of styles and sizes for ultimate design flexibility. From spa-like ensuites to well-dressed entryways, marble floors ground your space in elegance.
MARBLE

Athens Grey - Black Oak

ATHENS GREY
12X24
POLISHED

BLACK OAK
12X24
POLISHED

MARBLE
Black with Vein - Botticino Fiorito

BLACK WITH VEIN
12X12, 18X18
POLISHED

BOTTICINO FIORITO
12X12
POLISHED

Black with Vein 12x12
MARBLE

Calacatta Gold - Carrara White

CALACATTA GOLD
12X12, 12X24, 18X18
HONED, POLISHED

CARRARA WHITE
12X12, 12X18, 12X24, 12X24
HONED, POLISHED

CHERRY BLOSSOM
12X12
POLISHED

CREMA MARFIL
6X12, 12X12, 12X24, 18X18, 18X36, 24X24
POLISHED, SELECT, CLASSIC, CLASSIC HONED, HONED SELECT, PREMIUM

Cherry Blossom - Crema Marfil

Crema Marfil 24x24 Premium

Carrara White 12x24
MARBLE
Emperador Dark - Fantasy Brown

**EMPERADOR DARK**
12x12, 12x24
SELECT

**FANTASY BROWN**
12x24
POLISHED

**GRAY OAK**
6x24, 12x24
HONED

**LAURENT BROWN**
12x12
POLISHED

MARBLE
Gray Oak - Laurent Brown

**GRAY OAK**
12x24
POLISHED

**LAURENT BROWN**
12x24
POLISHED

**GRAY OAK**
12x24
POLISHED

**LAURENT BROWN**
12x24
POLISHED
MARBLE
Thassos - Volakas

THASSOS
12X12, 12X24, 18X18
CLASSIC

VOLAKAS
12X24
POLISHED

MARBLE
White Oak - White Onyx

WHITE OAK
12X24, 18X36, 6X24
HONED, POLISHED

WHITE ONYX
12X12
POLISHED
Granite is gorgeous on countertops, but it’s also supremely stylish under-foot. Available in a palette of hues—traditional browns to mod creams, blues, and blacks—our selection of granite tiles runs soft and subtle to bold and beautiful. Upgrade your space with granite flooring and enjoy the compliments.
GRANITE
Baltic Brown - Bianco Catalina - Black Galaxy

BALTIC BROWN
12X12, 18X18
POLISHED

BIANCO CATALINA
12X12
POLISHED

BLACK GALAXY
12X12, 18X18, 24X24
POLISHED

GRANITE
Blue Pearl - Emerald Pearl - Giallo Fantasia

BLUE PEARL
12X12, 18X18
POLISHED

EMERALD PEARL
12X12
POLISHED

GIALLO FANTASIA
12X12, 18X18
POLISHED

Blue Pearl 12x12
GRANITE
River White - Tan Brown

RIVER WHITE
12X24, 18X18
POLISHED

TAN BROWN
12X12
CLASSIC, POLISHED

UBATUBA
12X12
POLISHED

VOLGA BLUE
12X12
POLISHED
onyx, oh yes! When it comes to giving your space a touch of intrigue, look no further than onyx. Our 12x12 onyx flooring tiles feature captivating colorations and a polished finish for one-of-a-kind designs that set your home apart from the rest.
Everything you’d expect, and more. Traditional blues and golds to trendy grays, our slate tiles are perfect for creating a seamless transition between your home’s interior and alfresco spaces. Offered in several sizes—and ashler pattern, too—achieving a designer look just got easier.
SLATE

Golden White - Multi Classic - Montauk Black

GOLDEN WHITE
12x12, 16x16, 24x24, ASHLER PATTERN

MULTI CLASSIC
12x12, 12x24, 16x16, 24x24, ASHLER PATTERN

Montauk Blue - Ostrich Grey - Rustic Gold

MONTAUK BLUE
12x12, 12x24, 16x16, 24x24, 6x24, ASHLER PATTERN

OSTRICH GREY
12x12, 12x24, 16x16, 24x24

RUSTIC GOLD
12x12, 12x24, 16x16, ASHLER PATTERN
In over three dozen earthy neutral hues and stylish sizes and patterns, this durable premium surface is anything but ordinary. Add depth and detail to your space with MSI’s travertine floor tiles.
TRAVERTINE

Inca Blend - Machu Picchu - Noche Alpaca

INCA BLEND
12x24
HONED

MACHU PICCHU VEIN CUT
12x24, 18x36
HONED

NOCHE ALPACA
18x18
HONED

TRAVERTINE

Paredon - Philadelphia - Picasso Pattern

PAREDON
18x18
HONED

PHILADELPHIA
18x18, PATTERN
HONED

PICASSO
PATTERN
HONED
TRAVERTINE
Roman Vein Cut - Scabas - Silver Shadow

ROMAN VEIN CUT
12X24, 18X18
HONED, POLISHED

SCABAS
18X18
HONED

SILVER SHADOW
12X24, 18X18
HONED

TRAVERTINE
Silver Travertine - Silver Travertine Vein Cut

SILVER TRAVERTINE
12X12, 18X18, PATTERN
HONED

SILVER TRAVERTINE VEIN CUT
12X24
HONED
TRAVERTINE

Tuscany Alabastrino Pattern - Tuscany Beige

TUSCANY ALABASTRINO PATTERN
HONED

TUSCANY BEIGE
12X12, 12X24, 18X18, PATTERN
HONED

TUSCANY CLASSIC
12X12, 12X24, 16X16, 18X18
HONED

Tuscany Beige Pattern

Tuscany Chateaux Pattern - Tuscany Classic

TUSCANY CHATEAUX PATTERN
HONED

TUSCANY CLASSIC
12X12, 12X24, 16X16, 18X18
HONED

Tuscany Beige Pattern
TRAVERTINE
Tuscany Imperium Pattern - Tuscany Ivory

TUSCANY IMPERIUM PATTERN
HONED

TUSCANY IVORY
12X12, 18X18, 24X24, PATTERN
HONED

TUSCANY IVORY ONYX PATTERN
HONED

TUSCANY IVORY VEIN CUT
12X24
HONED

TRAVERTINE
Tuscany Ivory Onyx Pattern - Tuscany Ivory Vein Cut
TRAVERTINE
Tuscany Platinum - Tuscany Porcini Pattern

TUSCANY PLATINUM
12X24, 18X18, 18X36, 24X24
HONED

TUSCANY PORCINI PATTERN
HONED

Tuscany Walnut 18x18

TRAVERTINE
Tuscany Scabas Pattern - Tuscany Walnut

TUSCANY SCABAS PATTERN
HONED

TUSCANY WALNUT
12X12, 12X24, 18X18, PATTERN
HONED
TRAVERTEINE

Tuscany Walnut Onyx Pattern - Tuscany Walnut Vein Cut - Tuscany Hazelnut Pattern
Vendor cannot be held liable in any case of action resulting from the product use in any form. The purchaser must determine suitability and maintainability of the material for any use. Vendor makes no expressed or implied warranty of fitness for any particular purpose. Porcelain products inherently vary in shade and caliber; therefore, to ensure customer satisfaction, examine all the tiles prior to installation. We recommend selecting tile from same shade and caliber (i.e. same size and numerical shade), mixing tiles from different boxes, and rotating the tiles to avoid repetitive patterns during installation. To achieve a lippage-free rectangular tile installation, it is suggested to utilize a minimum 1/8” grout joint and an offset between 15% and 30%. Porcelain tiles can be cleaned using warm water and a cloth or mop. For deeper cleaning, we recommend using a neutral cleaner or a diluted white vinegar and water solution.

(Do not use abrasive cleaners or sponges or cleaning agents with strong chemicals as this may harm the material. The vendor disclaims any liabilities after installation.)